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ABSTRACT 
We define a new measure of the structure of a linear constraint matrix and 
establish some properties. We then use the measure to refine proximity and sen- 
sitivity results in the literature. In particular, we refine bounds on the dis- 
tance between continuous and discrete optima of linearly constrained convex 
separable programming problems and on the size of the feasible region for a 
linear program. We apply the results to improve the computational complex- 
ity of Hochbaum and Shanthikumar’s algorithm for integer nonlinear program- 
ming, reducing the computational effort for certain problems from exponential 
to polynomial. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we introduce a new measure, 6(A), of the structure of 
a constrained linear inequality system Ax 5 b, where A E Qmxn, b E 
Q”. The parameter 6(A) is based on the infinity norm of a particular 
set of integral generators for cones associated with A and is defined in 
Section 3. It shares several properties with A(A), the maximum absolute 
value of the determinants of square submatrices of A. In the case of A 
totally unimodular, 6(A) = A(A) = 1, while, in general, 6(A) 5 A(A). In 
some cases, 6(A) is much smaller than A(A). 
In several recent results (Cook, Gerards, and Schrijver [l], Schrijver 
[2], Granot and Skorin-Kapov [3], Hochbaum and Shanthikumar [4], and 
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Werman and Magagnosc [5]) b ounds are established on the distance be- 
tween continuous and integer optimal solutions to linear and nonlinear 
convex separable programs with constraints Aa: 5 b. The bounds are in 
terms of A(A) and are independent of b. 
We will demonstrate that many of these results can be refined in terms 
of 6(A), again independent of b. In fact, several of the proofs make implicit 
use of the notion of 6, but bound it by A. In these cases our results are 
simply recitations of the proofs with A replaced by S. In other cases, the 
results are more difficult to establish. 
The results for linear programs by Cook, Gerards, and Schrijver [l] and 
Schrijver [2] provide short proofs for theoretical proximity results that are 
independent of b. The results do not in general yield new polynomial algo- 
rithms for integer linear programs. However, the work of Hochbaum and 
Shanthikumar [4] showed that generalizations of these results provide the 
key to algorithms for integer nonlinear programs with convex separable 
objectives and linear constraints. The independence of the bounds with 
respect to b allows Hochbaum and Shanthikumar’s multiscale piecewise 
linearization to be effective. Their work yields the only known polynomial 
algorithms for problems with separable convex objectives and totally uni- 
modular constraint matrices, 
The bounds on the distance between continuous and discrete solutions 
determine the amount of computational effort required by Hochbaum and 
Shanthikumar’s algorithm. So, it is of considerable practical interest to 
establish if the bounds are the best possible. Our new bounds reduce the 
computational complexity for Hochbaum and Shanthikumar’s algorithm for 
integer convex separable optimization for those A for which S(A) < A(A). 
In particular cases it may be possible to reduce the bounds further, so 
our work is, in part, suggestive of possible further directions for applying 
Hochbaum and Shanthikumar’s algorithm to integer nonlinear program- 
ming problems. 
In this paper, we describe the refined proximity results and the reduc- 
tion in computational complexity for Hochbaum and Shanthikumar’s algo- 
rithm. In [6], we describe an algorithm for nonseparabEe integer quadratic 
programs using the refined bounds and based on Hochbaum and Shan- 
thikumar’s algorithm. This algorithm has found application in an electric 
power system problem [7, 81. 
Although 6(A) is difficult to calculate in general, we estimate it for two 
classes of matrices. These estimates are used in [S] to prove polynomial 
solvability for a particular class of integer nonseparable quadratic programs. 
We also show that the parameter 6(A) is bounded above by the maximum 
absolute value of the determinants of the (n - 1) x (n - 1) and smaller 
square submatrices of A. 
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In the next section we give some examples of A for which 6(A) is less 
than A(A) and indicate application of the tighter bounds. In Section 3, we 
define 6 in detail. In Section 4, we develop some properties of 6, showing 
that in many respects it is analogous to A; however, we also point out where 
6 differs qualitatively from A. In Section 5, we establish a result on the size 
of bounding boxes for polytopes and some sensitivity and proximity results 
in terms of 6. We note that the bounds in terms of 6 are less sensitive to 
scaling than corresponding bounds in terms of A. In Section 6, we estimate 
6 for two classes of matrices and prove a general bound for S(A). In Section 
7, we apply the refined bound to improve the computational complexity of 
Hochbaum and Shanthikumar’s algorithm. We conclude in Section 8. 
2. EXAMPLES 
The following three examples illustrate that 6(A) can be smaller than 
A(A). First, let 
2 -3 5 
7 13 11 
Ao= -17 19 23 
1 0 0. 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
Since the determinant of the 3 x 3 submatrix upper is 2994, A(Ao) 2 2994. 
By Lemma 6.3 (below), 6(Ao) < 354, on calculation of the determinants 
of the 2 x 2 and smaller submatrices of Ao. Therefore, 6(Ao) < iA( 
Second, let k E Z and let 
‘1 k 0 
0 1 k 
A=kOl 1 1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
In this case, A(A,) = 1 + k3. By Lemma 6.3, 6(A1) 5 k2 and so 6(A1) < 
(Vk)A(Al). 
Third, let AZ be any (0, fl} matrix with no more than two nonzero 
entries per row. The two-commodity flow problem on a directed graph 
has a constraint matrix of this form. Following [9, Section 11, we call AZ a 
“degree-2 inequality matrix.” We bound A( AZ) from below over all possible 
degree-2 inequality constraint matrices. Consider a particular A2 that has 
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embedded in it a block-diagonal matrix that consists of Ln/3J blocks. Let 
each block be of the form 
[ 0 1 0 1 0 11 ) 
which has determinant 2. (Notice that AZ, as defined, is not necessarily 
block-diagonal, since it can have more than n rows. These other rows can 
constrain variables across blocks so that the problem does not, in general, 
separate into [n/3] subproblems. For example, the matrix could have rows 
that couple every pair of variables. Any such A2 is, however, a degree-2 
inequality constraint matrix.) We have A(Az) 2 21”131, but by Lemma 
6.1, S(A2) = 1, so 6(A) < A(A) for n large. 
To illustrate the increased sharpness of the refined bounds we develop, 
let b E Q” and let f: lRn -+ JR be convex and separable, and consider the 
following pair of separable nonlinear programming problems: 
min{f(z): Ax 5 b, IC E IF}, (1) 
min{f(z): AZ 5 b, z E Z”}. (2) 
We apply [l, Theorem 3.31 and Theorem 5.4 to problems (1) and (2). By 
[l, Theorem 3.31, for each optimal solution 2 to (l), there is an optimal 
solution i to (2), with I]? - i]], 5 nA(A). Theorem 5.4 improves this 
bound by a factor of 8 for Ao, by a factor of k for AI, and by a factor of 
at least 2Lni3J for the set of all degree-2 inequality constraint matrices. 
Hochbaum and Shanthikumar’s algorithm for integer nonlinear pro- 
gramming requires repeated solution of a linear program with O(A(A)) 
variables and the solution of an integer program with O(A(A)) variables 
[4]. The refined bounds allow these to be reduced to 0(6(A)) variables. In 
the case of a degree-2 inequality constraint matrix, this makes the overall al- 
gorithm polynomial instead of exponential. The study of degree-2 inequal- 
ity matrices was motivated by and is central to the integer nonseparable 
quadratic programming results in [6]. 
As a final example, the time of Tardos’ polynomial algorithm for linear 
programming [lo] can also be recast in terms of 6(A). 
3. DEFINITIONS 
DEFINITION 1. Let U be a finite set of vectors. Then let (] U]], = 
max,eu IML, where lbllm is the oo-norm of the vector u. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let A E Qmxn, S_ u S+ = { 1,. . . , n}, and T_ LJ T+ = 
(1,. . . ,m}. Define the coneC(S_,S+,T_,T+,A) by 
C(S_,S+,T_,T+,A) = {z E Rn:q IO, Vi E S_; 
xi 2 0,Vi E S+; (Az)j < 0, Vj E T_; 
(Az)j 2 0, Vj E T+}. (3) 
By Cramer’s rule, there exists a finite set of integral generators for C(S_, 
S+,T-,T+,A). 
DEFINITION 3. Let C be a cone that is generated by a finite set of 
integral generators. Then let 
tICI = i;f{llUllm: U is a finite set of integral generators for C}. (4) 
Since llUlloo is integer-valued and bounded below for U a finite set of inte- 
gral vectors, we can replace the inf in (4) by min. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 
6(A) = ,_,~~~_,T+{IIC(S-,S+,T-,T+,All:S- US+ = {l,...,n}, 
T-UT+ ={l,...,m}}. (5) 
By Cramer’s rule, if A E IPx”, then 6(A) 5 A(A). Also 6(A) 2 1. If A 
is totally unimodular, then A(A) = 6(A) = 1. Note that 6(A) is invariant 
under multiplying any row of A by a rational constant. 
4. PROPERTIES OF 6 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A E Q”““, B E QJ~“~. Then 6(A) 5 S([i]). 
PROOF. Let S-US+ = {l,... ,n}andT_UT+={l,...,m}bearbi- 
trary partitions. For each partition TI U T; of {m + 1,. . . ,m + m’}, let 
U(TL, T;) be a finite set of integral generators for the cone C(S_., S+, T- U 
TL,T+ U Ti,[G]) such that IIU(TL,T$)II, 5 6([:]). Then let U = 
U T, UT;=(m+l,,,,,m+m,)U(T~,T:). By construction, U is a finite set of 
integral generators for the cone C(S_,S+,T-,T+,A) and IIUllm < 6([;]). 
Taking the maximum over all partitions S_, S+, T_, T+, we obtain S(A) 5 
w;l). 0 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A E Q”““, B E Qmxn’. Then 6(A) 5 6([A B]). 
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PROOF. Let S-US+ = {l,... ,n} and T- UT+ = {l,.,.,m} be ar- 
bitrary partitions. Let U’ be a finite set of integral generators for the 
coneC(S-,S+U{n+l,...,n+n’},T_,T+,[A B]) suchthat ]]V’]]oo 5 
6([A B]). Let U = {u E Zn: (X) E V’}. By construction, U c C(S_, S+, 
T-,T+, A) and ll~lloo I b([A B]). W e c aim that U is a finite set of inte- 1 
gral generators for C(S_, S+, T_, T+, A). Let VJ E C(S_, S+, T_, T+, A). Then 
also(2;)EC(S_,S+U{n+l,...,n+n’},T_,T+,[A B]),sothereexists 
(5) E U’, xi E Iw,, i = 1,. . . , t, such that (X) = xi=, Xi( 5 ). However, 
wi 2 0, Vi, SO wi = 0, Vi, and therefore ui E U. Taking the maximum over 
all partitions S-, S+, T-, T+, we obtain 6(A) 5 6([A II]). 0 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A E Qmxn. Then 
6(A) = 6([A A]) = S([A -A]) 
=b([j) =6([2]) 
=$I) =q-$ 
PROOF. In view of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we need only prove that 
6(A) is no smaller than the 6 for the augmented matrices. Let S- u S+ = 
(1,. . . ,n}andT_ UT+ = {l,... , m} be arbitrary partitions and let U be a 
finite set of integral generators for C(S_, S+, T_, T+, A) satisfying IIUII, < 
S(A). There are six inequalities to be proved: 
1. We are required to prove (RTP) that 6(A) 2 6([A A]). We prove 
that 6(A) 2 6([A a]), h w ere a is any column of A. The general 
result then follows by induction. W.L.O.G. let a be the first col- 
umn of A. Let Si_ U 27; = {n + 1). We bound ]]C(S_ U Sl_, S+ U 
Sk, T-, T+, [A u]) I). There are four cases: 
(a) (1, n + 1) c S- U Si_. Then we claim that 
is a finite set of integral generators for the cone C(S_ U Sf_, S+ U 
S;,T_,T+,[A a]). By construction, U’ C C(S_ U SI,S+ U 
S>,T_,T+,[A u]) and IIU’lloo I 6(A). Let (z,:1) E C(S- U 
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Si_,S+uSi,T_,T+,[A a]). Thenzl,z,+l IOandzl+~+l 5 
0. Now 
x1+ %+1 
P 4(z;+1) =A “: 
i .I X7X 
and so 
EC(S_,S+,T_,T+,A). 
Therefore, there exists ui E U, Xi E R+, i = 1,. . . , t, t 2 n, such 
that 
+ Xn+l 
22 
i I 
t 
ZZ 
c XJ. 
i=l 
2, 
Furthermore, 
which is generated by U’ since 
X1-b X,+1& 
x1 + x,+1 ’ Xl + %+1 
>_ 0. 
(b) { 1, n + 1) c S+ U 5’;. Similar to case l(a). 
(c) 1 E S_ and n+l E 5’;. Let U” be a finite set of integral generators 
for the cone C(S_\{l},S+ U {l},T-,T+,A) satisfying IIU”I(, 5 
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6(A). Then we claim that 
0 
‘112 
u’= ; to :uEU u 1 (( ; 
U, 
Ul 
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is a finite set of integral generators for the cone C(S_ U S!_, S+ U 
S;, T-, T+, [A u]). By construction, we have U’ c C(S_ U Si_, 
S+US$,T_,T+,(A a]) and (IU’((, 5 6(A). Let (z,“,,) E C(S_U 
SL,S+USi,,T-,T+,[A a]). 
There are two subcases: 
(i) z1 + zn+l 2 0. Then 
( 
Xl +x,+1 
x2 i 1 E C(S-\{ XTl ),S+ u {lW,T+,A), 
so there exists ui E U”, Xi E IR+, i = 1,. . . , t, t 5 n, such 
Xl +x,+1 
x2 ( I 27% 
Hence, 
X ( > CC= x,+1 [xlf+j+(-xl)~) 
0 -1 
t 4 0 
= c Xi i +(-x1) : ) 
i=l i-1 i) ZL; 0 4 1 
t 
= c Aid. 
i=l 
which is generated by U’ since -xl >_ 0. 
(ii) x1 + x,+1 5 0. Similar to subcase l(c)(i). 
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(d) 1 E S+ and n + 1 E S(_. Similar to case l(c). 
In each case, we have ]]C(S_ U SL, S+ U Si,T_,T+, [A a])[[ 5 
6(A). Taking the maximum over all partitions S_ U SL, S+ U 
SL,T_,T+, we obtain 6([A u]) 5 6(A). 
2. RTP 6(A) 2 6([A - A]). Similar to inequality 1. 
3. RTP 6(A) > S([;]). We prove that 6(A) 2 S((t]), where a is any 
row of A. The general result then follows by induction. W.L.O.G. 
let a be the first row of A. Let TI_ LI Ti = {m + 1). We bound 
IIC(S-,S+,T- uTL,T+uT:,[~l)ll. 
There are four cases: 
(a) {l,m + 1) c T_ U TI. ThenC(S_,S+,T_,T+,A) =C(S_,S+, 
T_UTL,T+UT$.,[t])andU is itself a finite set of integral gen- 
eratorsforC(S_,S+,T_UTL,T+UT$,[t]). 
(b) {l,m+ 1) C T+ UT:. Similar to case 3(a). 
(c) 1 E T- and m + 1 E T;. Then we claim that U’ = {u E U: au = 
0) is a finite set of integral generators for the cone C(S_, S+, T_ U 
TLT+UT;, [:I). BY construction, U’ C C(S_, S+, T- UT!. , T+ U 
Tk,[t]). LetzEC(S_,S+,T_UTi,T+UT$,[~]). ThenzE 
C(S_,S+,T_,T+,A)andthereexistsuiEU,XiER+,i=l ,..., 
t, t 5 n, such that x = cf=, &ui and aui < 0, Vi. However, 
since ax = 0, we must have aui = 0, Qi and so ui E U’, Qi. 
(d) 1 E T+, m + 1 E TL. Similar to case 3(c). 
In each case, we have IlC(S_,S+,T_ U TL,T+ UT:, [:])[I < 6(A). 
Taking the maximum over all partitions S_, S+, T- U TL, T+ U T;, 
we obtain S([t]) 2 6(A). 
4. RTP 6(A) >.S([ _;I). Similar to inequality 3. 
5. RTP 6(A) 2 S([f]). Similar to inequality 3. 
6. RTP S(A) 2 6([ _f]). Similar to inequality 3. 0 
REMARK 1. Note that, in general, 6(A) # 6([A I]) and 6(A) # 6(At). 
(See Section 6.) 
5. PROXIMITY AND SENSITIVITY RESULTS 
In Lemma 5.1 (following), we show that for square, invertible A, [IA-’ 
bllW I n~(4llblL. By standard results, we also have JIA-lbll, 5 nA(A) 
]]b]loo. Suppose we multiply each element of A and b by a constant d. 
Then the bound in Lemma 5.1 becomes IJA-‘bJ/, = II(d dbll, 5 
n~(dA)Ildbll, = dn6(A)llbll,. which is worse by a factor of d. However, 
the equivalent bound in terms of A is worse by a factor of dn+’ in general. 
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Bounds in terms of S are less sensitive to resealing than the corresponding 
bounds in terms of A. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A E Znx” be invertible and let b E R”. Then JjA-‘bjl, 
I n~(4llbllm. 
PROOF. Let 2 = A-lb and let S- = {k: zk < 0}, S+ = {k: Xk 2 
0}, T_ = {j: bj < 0}, and T+ = {j: bj > 0). Let U be a finite set of in- 
tegral generators for C(S_, S+, T_,T+, A) satisfying ]]U]loo 5 6(A). Then 
x~C(S_,S+,T_,T+,A)andthereexistsu~~U,X~~lR+,i=l,..., t,tl 
n, such that ui # 0, (Aui)j 2 0, Vj E T_, (Aui)j 2 0, Vj E T+, and 
2 = cl=, x&. Since ui # 0 and the columns of A are linearly inde- 
pendent, then for each i there is at least one row j(i) of A such that 
(Aui)j(i) # 0. However, A and ui are integral, so Vi, if j(i) E T_, then 
(Au~)~(~) < -1 and if j(i) E T+, then (Au~)~(~ 2 1. 
Now suppose that Xl > llblloo for some e. There are two cases: 
1. j(e) E T+. Then, 
bj(e) = (A&) 
= e &(A+,) 
i=l 
L Xe [since Xi 2 0, (Aui)j(q 2 0, Vi, and (AUe)j(q > l] 
> bj(e) (by assumption), (6) 
which is a contradiction. 
2. j(a) E T_. Similar to case 1. 
Therefore, Xi 5 llbllm, V’ 2, and llxllm 5 CT=, &ll~illm I4l%J(A). 0 
In the following, we refine a bound that appears in Papadimitriou and 
Steiglitz [ll, Lemma 2.11: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A E iZmxn. Suppose that G = {x: Ax 5 b} is 
bounded. Then 
XEG * Il4L 5 nWWllm. (7) 
PROOF. Since G is bounded, it is the convex hull of its vertices and 
it suffices to prove (7) for each vertex v of G. Let v be any vertex of 
G and let A be n linearly independent rows of A corresponding to bind- 
ing constraints Au f & of the system Au 5 b. By Lemma 5.1, ]]v]]~ = 
llA-lbllm I ~~(.$llbllcc I bill%, where the last inequality follows 
from Lemma 4.1. 0 
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In the following, we refine [l, Lemma 5(i)] : 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A E Zmxn , b, b’ E Wm, and w E W” such that G = 
(5: AZ 5 b} and G’ = {z: Ax 5 b’} are both nonempty and bounded. Then, 
for each optimal solution 2 to max{wtx: Ax < b} there exi&s an optimal 
solution 2’ to max{wtx: Ax 5 b’} with (12 - I’ll, 5 &(A)((b - b’lloo. 
PROOF. Since G is bounded it suffices to prove the result for each 
vertex solution of G. Following the proof of (1, Lemma 5(i)], we first assume 
that w = 0. That is, we prove that if 2 is a vertex solution of Ax 5 b and 
if Ax 5 b’ has a solution, then A?’ 5 b’ for some 2’ with I]? - ?‘]loo 5 
44Ilb - b’lL 
Define b(p) = b + p(b’ - b). By assumption, VP E [O,l], the system 
AZ 5 b(p) has a solution. We construct a path z(p) in EP, consisting of 
intervals [~Jo), 41-41,. . . , [GK-I), GK)], such that: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
0 = po < /Al < . * * < /AK = 1. 
2(O) = P. 
VP E PY 117 4P) is a vertex of the system Aa: 5 b(p). 
For each interval [z(pk),z(pk+i)], there exists n linearly indepen- 
dent rows of A, denoted by A” and with corresponding components 
b”(p) of b(p), such that Vp E [pk,pk+l], A”z(p) = bk(p) are binding 
constraints of the system Az 5 b(p). 
To show that a path exists satisfying items 1-4, consider the progress of a 
(simplex-like) greedy ascent algorithm on the linear program: 
(8) 
started with initial vertex solution (b). Since there exists a solution to 
Ax 5 b’, the maximum of (8) is 1. The greedy ascent is defined as: at the 
kth step, choose the next adjacent vertex so as to increase ,LL as much as 
possible. We must prove that the sequence of solutions does not repeat. So, 
let the (possibly infinite) sequence of vertex solutions be labeled 
(xg)) = (;), (“k’) )...) 
so that item 2 is trivially satisfied. Unless /J = 1, the objective can be 
increased by moving to an adjacent vertex, so ~0 < ~1 < . . . . 
Consider the edge of the feasible polytope of (8) that joins the pair of 
adjacent vertices ( “tbkJ) and ( 5tk*L+11) ). There exist n linearly independent 
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rows [A” b” - b’&] of [A b - b’] and corresponding elements @(/..A) of b(p), 
such that the edge of the polytope is defined by 
: A”x(p) = b”(p), pk 5 /-‘ 5 pk+l. 
However, pk < pk+l, so the rows of Ak are linearly independent. Hence 
items 3 and 4 are satisfied. 
We claim that, as constructed, the algorithm terminates with last vertex 
solution ( zti) ) satisfying PK = 1. First note that the rows A” cannot 
cycle. Suppose there exists k < e such that Ak is the same set of rows as 
Al. Then, by convexity, (“I”*“‘) and ( zteT1l)) are adjacent vertices and so, 
by the choice of vertex update, pk+l 2 pe+i, which is a contradiction. Since 
there are only finitely many sets of linearly independent rows of A, there 
exists a last point PK in the construction. Suppose that PK < 1. Then 
we can find a vertex ( xtE211) ) with p > PK. Hence item 1 is satisfied. 
Let 2’ = z(1). Note that Ah’ 5 b(1) = b’. Furthermore, 
K-l 
= c IIiAkj--l@(Pk+d - bbke>>bm 
k=O 
K-l 
= ~o@k+I - wdll[Akl--l@’ - b)IIm 
K-l 
I go b‘k+l - Pkh~(A)Iib - blloo 
(by Lemmas 5.1 and 4.1) 
= mY(A)j - bll,. (10) 
The general case for w # 0 now follows by the same argument as in the 
proof of [l, Lemma 5(i)], making use of Lemma 4.3. 0 
In the following, we refine [4, Theorem 3.31 and [5, Theorem 11: 
THEOREM 5.4. Let f(x):lF -t R be a conwez separable function, A E 
Zmxn, and b E W” such that Az 5 b has an integral solution. Then for 
each optimal solution f to minzenn{f (x): Ax 5 b} there exists an optimal 
solution 2 to min,e~~{f(a): AZ 5 b} such that Ilf - 2jlM 5 &(A) and vice 
versa. 
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PRQOF. The proof of [4, Theorem 3.31 relies on the construction of the 
set of integral generators of a cone of the form C(S_ , S+, T- , T+, A). The 
value of (IC(S_,S+,T_,T+,A)II is then bounded by A(A). Following the 
proof of [4, Theorem 3.31, we can therefore replace A(A) by 6(A) in the 
bound. ??
Similar refinements apply to Theorem 1, Corollaries 2 and 4, and Theo- 
rems 5(ii), 6, 7, and 10 of [l]; Theorem 17.2 of [2]; Lemma 1 of [3]; Theorems 
3.4, 3.5, 3.7, and 3.8 of (41; and Lemma 1.1 of [lo]. (In [l] and [2], they con- 
struct slightly different cones, but the same result applies.) For example, 
using Lemma 5.3, we have the following refinement of [l, Theorem 5(ii)]: 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A E ZmXn, b, b’ E EP, and, w E Wn be such that 
G = {x: Ax 5 b} and G’ = {xc: Ax 5 b’} are both nonempty and bounded. 
Then if Ax 5 b and Ax 5 b’ both have integral solutions, then for each op- 
timal solution .Z to min,ezn {wtx: Ax 5 b}, there exists an optimal solution 
5’ to min,ezn{wtx: Ax 5 b’} such that (Ii - ,?[I, 5 nG(A)(JJb - b’lloo + 2). 
6. ESTIMATES OF 6 
Although 6 is not easy to calculate directly, we can estimate it relatively 
easily for two classes of A using the following construction: 
DEFINITION 5. Let A E Rmxn, S- LI S+ = (1,. . . ,n}, and T_ UT+ = 
(1,. . . , m} . Define the polytope P( S- , S+ , T_ , T+ , A) by 
P(S_,S+,T_,T+,A)={XEW”:-l<xi<O,V’i~S_; 
0 5 xi 5 1,Vi E S+; (Ax)~ 5 0, Vj E T_; 
(Ax)~ > 0, Vj E T+}. (11) 
The polytope P(S_,S+,T_,T+,A) equals C n H, where C = C(S_,S+, 
T_, T+, A) and H = {x E R”: -1 I xi I 1). Since C is pointed (at the 
origin), any set of representatives of the extreme rays of C form a set of 
generators for C [2, Section 8.81. We consider the representatives of the 
rays of C that are defined by the nonzero vertices of P(S_, S+, T- , T+, A). 
DEFINITION 6. Let V( S_ , S+, T_ , T+, A) be the set of noneero vertices 
of P(S_ , S+, T_ , T+, A) represented as vectors of rational numbers a/b with 
greatest common divisor 1. 
DEFINITION 7. Let d(S_, S+, T-, T+, A) be the least common mul- 
tiple of the denominators of the components of the elements of the set 
V(S-,S+,T-,T+,A). 
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DEFINITION 8. Define b(A) by 
i(A) = s_sma+xT {~(S_,S+,T_,T+,A):S_LIS+={~ ,..., n}, 
Ii-I r+ 
T_ UT+ = {l,...,m}}. (12) 
Note that U = {d(S_,S+,T_,T+,A).v:w E V(S-,S+,T_,T+,A)} is a fi- 
nite set of integral generators for the cone C(S_, S+,T_,T+, A) and that 
IlUll, I d(S-,S+,T-,T+,A), so taking the maximum over all partitions 
S_,S+,T_,T+, we obtain 6(A) 5 8(A). 
Recall the definition given in Section 2 of a degree-2 inequality matrix. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A be a degree-2 inequality matrix. Then 6(A) = 1. 
PROOF. Consider any w E V(S_ , S+, T-, T+, A). For some subset A0 
of the rows of A and some subset 
IO [I I+ I_ 
of the rows of the n x n identity I, v satisfies 
Ao 0 
IO 0 [I 0 I+ v= 1 ’ I- -1 
where 
Ao 
IO II I+ I_ 
is of full column rank. We claim that the components of v are 0, f 1. 
Following the proof of Theorem 7 of Padberg [12], consider any row of 
Ao, IO, I+, or I_ of the form 
k 
IO,..., o,G,o )..., O] 
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In this case, we must have Vk = 0, 0, fl, or ~1, respectively. We can 
eliminate this row and corresponding Lth column of 
by substituting for Vk. The remaining matrix has full column rank. In 
eliminating Vk, if some row of A0 is of the form 
i k 
[O, . . - , o,Q,o )...) o,cY,o )...) 01, 
then we can also eliminate that row, vi, and the ith column. Again, the 
remaining matrix has full column rank. 
Continuing this elimination of rows and columns, we can eliminate all 
the rows of IO, I+, and I_, the rows of A0 that have only one nonzero 
element, and some of the rows of A0 that have two nonzero elements. Each 
component of v that is eliminated has value 0, fl. We are eventually left 
with a system of the form Abv’ = 0, where Ah is of full column rank and 
is a submatrix of Ao. Therefore, v’ = 0 and each component of v is 0, f 1. 
Hence 8(A) = 1 and 6(A) = 1. 0 
Lemma 6.1 does not directly generalize to more than two nonzero ele- 
ments in each row of A as the following shows: 
Ao=[; _; -4, I+=[0 o I], d=(;, f, I), 
(13) 
so that 6(A) # 6([A I]) in g eneral. [Similarly, 6(A) # 6(At) in general.] 
However, we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.2. Let A be a degree-2 inequality matrix. Then 6( [A I]) I 2. 
PROOF. Consider any v E V(S_ , S+, T_ , T+, [A I]). For some subset 
[A0 IO] of the rows of [A I] and some subset 
Jo 
[ 1 J+ J_ 
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of the rows of the (n + m) x (n + m) identity J, v satisfies 
r:;‘] V= (_!), where [A;[01 isoffullcolumnrank. 
We claim that the components of v are 0, *i, fl. 
Again eliminating the rows and columns where possible, we obtain, after 
rearranging rows and columns, a system of the form 
where A’ E 27” xn’ and A” E Z”” xn’ are submatrices of Ao, I is the m” x 
rn” identity, and e’ E Zm’, e” E Z”“, with [ 2,: 
Since [ 2,: 
i] of full column rank. 
y] is of full rank, then so is A’ and we can solve the upper 
system A’v’ = e’ uniquely for v’. Using Gaussian elimination and noting 
that each row of A’ consists of exactly two nonzero entries, we eventually 
obtain expressions of the form (zlzl)vk + (fl)vk = an integer. However, 
since -1 5 vk 5 1, we must have that uk = 0, &I, fl. Substituting, we 
obtain v’ E (0, ff, fl}n’ and v” E (0, ff, &l}a’. Hence 8(A) 5 2 and 
6(A) 5 2. 0 
To estimate S(A) in general, we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let A E Z”‘“. Then 6(A) is bounded above by the maxi- 
mum absolute value of the determinants of the (n- 1) x (n- 1) and smaller 
submatrices of A. 
PROOF. Consider any v E V(S_ , S+, T_, T+, A) such that v # 0. For 
some subset A0 of the rows of A and some subset IO [I I+ I- 
of the rows of the n x n identity I, v satisfies 
[g] v= (_i), where [:I isoffullcolumnrank. 
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Since v # 0, at least one of the submatrices I+, I- must be nonnull. By 
discarding rows of Ao that are linearly dependent on the other rows of 
if necessary, we can therefore assume that Ao has no more than n - 1 rows. 
Again eliminating rows and columns where possible, we are left with a 
system of the form A’v’ = e’, where A’ is a square submatrix of A. By 
construction, A’ is (n - 1) x (n - 1) or smaller. By Cramer’s rule, each 
entry in v’ can be expressed as a rational number with denominator that 
divides det(A’). Hence, 6(A) Is(A) I det(A’). 0 
REMARK 2. The bound in Lemma 6.3 can be calculated directly in no 
more time than direct calculation of A(A). The bound is implicit in the 
analyses of Cook et al. [l]. It is not a tight bound, as shown, for example, 
in the case of a degree-2 inequality constraint matrix. 
7. APPLICATION TO HOCHBAUM AND SHANTHIKUMAR’S 
ALGORITHM 
Consider the following problem: 
Given: n, m E Z+, 
f: Wn --f W, with f convex and separable, 
A E ZmXn, b E Zm, 
Solve: min{f(z): AZ < b, z E Z”}, (14) 
Hochbaum and Shanthikumar prove the following theorem [4, Theorem 4.11: 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that evaluation of f(z) for z hating integer- 
valued components can be accomplished in unit time through call to an om- 
cle. Also suppose that the feasible region AZ 5 b is bounded. Then problem 
(14) can be solved in time: 
[log, ]]b]],]T(8n2A(A),m, [A]8nA(A)) + T1(4n2A(A),m, [A]4”A(A)), (15) 
where, following [4]: 
?? [AIn’ denotes the matrix A with each column appearing n’ times. 
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?? T(n’, m’, A’) is the time completity for solving the linear program, 
min{c’+z’: 0 < x’ 5 1, A’x’ 5 b’, x’ E IV’}, (16) 
and TI(n’, m’, A’) is the time compltity for solving the integer linear 
program, 
min{c’+z’: 0 5 z’ 5 1, A’z’ 5 b’, z’ E Z”‘}, (17) 
where c’ is a rational n/-vector, A’ is an m’ x n’ integer matrix, and 
b’ is an integer m’-vector. 
We have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 7.2. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 7.1, prob- 
lem (14) can be solved in time: 
[log, llbll,lT(8n26(A),m, [Alan’(A)) + TI(4n26(A),m, [A]4“6(A)). (18) 
PROOF. Apply Algorithm 4.1 of (41 to problem (14), but modify the 
algorithm: 
1. Use Theorem 5.2 to replace the bound on the feasible region given in 
14, P. 8551 with ]]~]]oo I nfi(A)]]%,. 
2. Use Theorem 5.4 to replace the other occurrences of A(A) in the 
algorithm by 6(A). 
The proof then follows by the same argument aa in [4, Theorem 4.11. 0 
Corollary 7.2 reduces the computational complexity of Hochbaum and 
Shanthikumar’s algorithm by replacing each occurrence of A(A) by 6(A). 
In the case of certain constraint systems defined by degree-2 inequality 
constraint matrices, this reduces the time from being exponential to poly- 
nomial. The details can be found in [6]. 
8. CONCLUSION 
We have defined a new measure, 6(A), of a constraint matrix A. Several 
proximity and sensitivity results in the literature can be refined in terms 
of 6(A). We argue that 6(A) is a more natural measure of the structure of 
A than A(A), since for particular classes of A, 6(A) < A(A), and since 
bounds in terms of 6(A) are less sensitive to scaling of elements of A than 
the corresponding bounds in terms of A(A). The improved bounds allow 
reduction in the computational complexity of Hochbaum and Shanthiku- 
mar’s algorithm for integer nonlinear programming, which in turn provides 
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polynomial algorithms for certain integer nonseparable quadratic program- 
ming problems as described in [6]. 
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